Dear Friends of Monroe,

We are pleased to share the 2022-2023 Impact Report summarizing the highlights and successes we enjoyed over the past two years. **Early in 2022, we set a lofty goal of reaching 1% of the world's population (80 million individuals) with a direct experience of expanded awareness by 2032.** As you might imagine, we have been quite busy as we actively pursued our high-growth strategy. It's also exciting to share that we made significant progress.

**We have defined this experience of expanded awareness as the first step down a path of self-discovery that leads to the most fundamental of truths, which we readily say to anyone who will listen: “You are more than your physical body.”** Converting this simple fact from a belief to a “known” through direct experience is completely transformational at an individual level. We believe if enough people have this experience, it can positively impact humanity.

I encourage you to review this report outlining our accomplishments in 2022 and 2023. We also invite you to be a part of our future in the way that best serves you and your personal goals, and please remember, you are always welcome to join us on campus, virtually or online.

Wishing you well-being,

Allyn Evans, CEO
The Monroe Institute
The Monroe Institute’s programs are the first step in helping people learn powerful tools for exploring the nonphysical, gaining greater self-awareness, and expanding their compassion. Monroe’s guided programs use sound technology to empower journeys of self-discovery as a path to creating a life of personal freedom, meaning, insight, and happiness. Courses are offered at our residential retreat in Virginia, virtually (in real-time), online, and around the globe.

Residential, Virtual and Online Programs

- Beyond Earth Life
- Beyond Meditation
- Conscious Coherence
- Conscious Presence
- Discovery
- Dowsing
- Energy Body
- Energy Expansion
- Energy Medicine
- Energy Medicine Practicum
- Exploration 27
- Gateway Experience
- Gateway Voyage
- Guidelines
- Heartline
- Introduction to Authentic Connection
- Introduction to Beyond Meditation
- Introduction to Lucid Dreaming
- Kortum Technique
- Law of Attraction Basic
- Lifeline
- Lifting the Veil
- Lucid Dreaming
- MC2
- NDE Spectrum
- New Year Program
- OBE Spectrum
- Peak Week
- Remote Viewing Basic
- Remote Viewing I & II
- Sensing Spirit®
- Spoon Bending
- Starlines I & II
- Starlines Reunion
- The Medium’s Toolkit
- Timeline
- Timeline Basic
- Triad Mind

For a full description of these courses, and to discover our 2024 offerings, please visit our website by using the QR code below or follow the link to programs.
I loved taking the program, especially during this time with all the constant sirens, and bombs flying. I was able to reconnect with myself and my body faster than any other practice that I had done before. It allowed me to forget my extremely insane circumstances and environment allowed me to feel good again and put me back onto a path so that I can help others who need help around me again. I am very grateful to the Monroe Institute and everyone who helped me along the way to allow me to participate in the future of spirituality!

- Mila K., Monroe Graduate, Ukraine
To survive, pivot, and flourish post-pandemic, the Monroe Institute carefully looked at how we could deliver our content globally while working toward our goal of awakening human consciousness. Launching our meditation app, Expand, has been a transformative experience, reaching the public at a scale unimagined pre-COVID.

The app presents guided and unguided meditations featuring the latest generation of Monroe Sound Science and provides community connection, allowing individuals to stay motivated and in touch on their journey of consciousness exploration. Forbes Health named it one of the top ten meditation apps of 2023.

195K people have installed the app  
12K subscriptions sold  
1.7M user sessions  
483K hours of meditations streamed

In 2022, we launched our podcast Expanding on Consciousness with host Mark Certo. Conversations with scientists and practitioners covered the many disciplines and aspects of consciousness—in all its forms.

Esteemed guests in 2022 & 2023 included Dr. Theresa Bullard (author, speaker, and host of Mystery Teachings on Gaia TV), Tom Campbell (author, speaker, and former NASA scientist), Dr. Bruce Greyson (Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry and Neurobehavioral Sciences at the University of Virginia), Dr. Raymond Moody (psychiatrist, speaker, and NDE research pioneer), Dr. Dean Radin (Chief Scientist at the Institute of Noetic Sciences), and many more.
Beyond statistics is a story of connection.

In June of 2022, the first Creation Station, an invitation only residential program for musicians, composers, music producers and other creatives was held on campus in Virginia. This program serves as a method of outreach to begin artist collaborations, curate new and diverse music, along with other forms of art, that allows Monroe Institute to have a wider global reach.

July 2022 - Collaborative release of Seeds of Creation, by Ignacio Diaz, Jr. with Monroe Institute, for use in the Expand app.

October 2023 - Collaborative release of Ocean Consciousness, by Foam and Sand (Robert Koch) with Monroe Institute for World Mental Health Day.
The Monroe Institute performed independent research, and collaborated with the Division of Perceptual Studies at UVA on several research projects, including psychokinesis at MC2, audio effects on brainwaves, EEG during remote viewing, and new methods for measuring physiological correlates of energy perception and healing. In 2022-2023, the “Copper Wall Room” in the lab at RMR was upgraded to a world-class facility for the study of electric fields of the body.

The research team has presented at several conferences, including the joint conference with the International Remote Viewing Association (PsiFest 2023) in August 2023, and has several papers in the pipeline for publication.

Inquiry, Innovation & Impact - on a mission to investigate methods, tools, and techniques to assist people in achieving expanded states of consciousness.

Additional collaborations over the past two years have included research partnerships with the Institute of Noetic Sciences, the International Remote Viewing Association, and Coherent Spaces. These collaborations have not only strengthened the MI network but also expanded our research capabilities.
Thank you to everyone who supported the Monroe Institute in 2022 and 2023. We could not have achieved the accomplishments detailed in this report without your contributions.

### Philanthropy and Financial Contributors

#### Financial Contributors

**$150,000+**  
Anonymous

**$50,000 to $149,999**  
Bernard Callil  
Craig and Sheila Schwartz

**$20,000 to $49,999**  
The D.N. Batten Foundation  
Jane Coleman  
Martha Easter-Wells  
Cynthia Tootle

**$10,000 to $19,999**  
David Schanaker and Judith Hellman  
Mary Hoffman  
Kevin Jeffers  
Tom and Jenny Pickens  
Anton Popov  
Psychical Research Society of Kansas City, Inc  
Christine Puglisi  
Kermit Weeks

**$5,000 to $9,999**  
Sean Flynn  
Thomas Hartigan  
The Cristina and Charles Johnson Foundation  
Triple Four Euclid LLC, Valery and Kearns Kelly, LeLe and Pat Kelly

**$2,500 to $4,999**  
John Davis  
Allyn Evans  
Andy Garvey Charitable Tr Agy  
Pamela Gwaltney  
Sharon Hastings  
John Heflebower  
Greg Kelly  
Kenna Charitable Fund  
Virginia Narusevicius  
Network for Good  
Judith Stauffer  
Peter Watson

**$1,000 to $2,499**  
AmazonSmile  
Sam Akompomg  
Artists International, Inc.  
Ritch and Jan Baldwin  
Jim Becker  
Michael Benton  
Linda and Stephen Beste  
Ben Bradshaw  
Arden Brugger  
Barbara Bullard  
Joe and Elizabeth Busch  
Becky Carroll  
Laura Cieri  
Marcio Coimbra  
Jim and Gina Colburn

Mark Crewnson  
Brian Dailey  
Glenn Godin  
Myranda Harris  
Judith McElroy  
Joe McGinley  
Pituka Ortega Heilbron  
Arthur and Tamara Parr  
Howard and Deborah Patterson  
Tim Phillips  
Noemy Poma  
Janet Reed  
Andrew Reed  
Luigi Sciambrile  
Ellen Stone  
Linda Spink and Becky Carroll  
Lucille Tapert  
Kathleen Ward and Vincent Ott  
Tracy Weaver  
Robert Williams  
Peter Wright

**$1 to $999**  
Anonymous  
Quirino Acuna  
Joan Adam  
Marquita Adams  
Candice Agnelo  
Amazon Digital Services LLC  
Mary Amstutz  
Ellen Anderson and William Wolf  
Freyja Anderson  
Darol Anger  
Ruth Aranow  
Michael Assun  
Keith Attoe  
Penny August  
Jeremy Azzopardi  
George Bagopoulos  
Tomasz Baranowski  
Reza Baver  
Michael Bahanes  
Wendy Bender  
Andrea Berger  
Martin Beringer  
Charlie Berrian  
Elijah Berrian  
Bonnie Blackstock  
Gail Blake  
Brenda Blay  
John Bevern  
Joanna Booles  
Diane Bobal  
Ashlee Botta  
Stephen Boucher  
Anna Bredah  
Sean Brickle  
Pedro Brocato  
Stanton Brunner  
James Bryan  
Mark Burden  
Audrey Calderwood  
Keith Callaghan  
Orlando Campos  
Lucia Canizares  
Nicholas Capeley  
Matthew Cardace  
Rosemarie Cavallucci  
Center for Spiritual Enlightenment ‘NSAC’  
Christine Chandy  
Kimberly Chaudoin  
Alyssa and Paul Cirella  
Charles Cockerell  
James Cortez  
Jared Crossland  
Stacey Crummett  
Kathryn Curio  
Christine Dahl  
M Regina Daigneaut  
Kandace Dato  
Malcolm Davidson  
Linda Davis  
Robert Davis  
Olga Davis  
Carol Deakman  
Ronald Donofrio  
Jennifer Donovan  
Ellen Drake  
Qing Duncan  
Jeff Easter  
Carol Edson  
Mohammad Ehsan  
Ahmed Elrofaie  
Grace Erhart  
Anthony Estrada  
Bob Farrell  
Jim Fisher  
Rabin Fitch  
Anthony Fitzpatrick  
Douglas Flaugher  
George G. Fleming  
Sandra Foglia  
Leslie France  
Sandra Fraser  
Deborah Frick  
Bruce Gaarder  
Roman Gates  
Robert Gerrard  
Richard Giambone  
Kennedy Friede Golden  
Edgar Gomez  
Jo Anne Goodsell  
Tom Graham  
Mark Green  
Michael Gretz  
Heather Grosse  
Jane Guib  
Eric Gural  
Barbara Haertling  
Daniel Hannaby  
Lawrence Hannon  
Edith Harrington  
Ross Hatton  
Judy Hilyard  
The Hoffmeier Family  
Deborah Hollis  
Jonathan Holt  
Stewart and Amara Honeck  
Nick Hronis  
Leonard Hung  
Marianne and Donald H. Huber  
Ka Yi Hui  
Martha Humphreys  
Robert Humphris  
Joshua Jackson  
Steve Jacqvin  
Veronica Jelic  
Richard Jensen  
Jennifer Johns  
Ray Johnson  
Amber Johnson  
Michael Johnson  
Barbara Jones  
Carol Joyce  
Matt Judge  
Deepak Kapahi  
Nick Karpelshvili  
William Keefe  
Collette Kelso  
Heather Kendall  
Francoen King  
Joan Klappauf  
Marta Knowlton  
Monika Kriens  
Frank La Botto  
Marcella Labelle  
Philip Lahmeyer  
Steve Lannon  
Sarah Laskin  
Achim Leinberger  
Kalyna Lesyna  
Jacques Letendre  
Barnaby Lim  
Randy Lindenberger  
Vincent Lisi  
Fatima Lobo  
Robert Lottus  
Sandi Loncar  
John Loomis  
John MacCallum  
Emily MacDonald  
Michel Machado  
Rhonda Maguire  
Angela Malone  
Viktoria Mandlin  
Matthew Manning  
Nancy Margritt  
Eleanor Martinez  
Kean Maru  
Mahirius Maximus  
Stephen May  
Gregory McFarland  
Kathleen McLeod  
Carmen Medina  
Tomasz Mellowski  
Paul Mertin  
Theresa Miller  
Jeanette Frances Mills  
Carlos Mincks  
Stephen Moraga  
Providencia Morell  
Suzanne Morris  
Jessica Mosley  
Nabil Mughal  
Ann Mull  
Don and Cynthia Murphy  
Robert Neville  
Charlene Nicy  
Elizabeth Nicholson  
Rafael Nivar  
Mohammed Al Noaimi  
Cynthia Nouha
Financial Contributors continued

$1 to $999
Maurice Nsebiman
Kwami Nyamidie
Michelle Obine
Sandy O’Brien
Judy O’Hara
Vivian Oliver
Edward Orth
Tatsiana Pacheico
Kenny Pate
Joan Payne
Paypal Giving Fund
Thomas Pehrson
Thomas Perham
Kathleen Pinggera
Gene Podschine
Sandra Poole
Richard Prario
Mahmood Premji
Genny Price
Sarah Prichard
Laurette Quiron
Alon Raff
Derek Raymond
Sean Redmond
Monica Resiliez
Charles Rhea
Adérito Ribeiro
Fred and Shirley Rible
Janet Richardson-Pearson
Leigh Riley
Lester Robinson III
Kelley Rubino
Tom Runyan
Mark Russo
Robert Rustick
Yarema Rybitsky
Joseph Sabella
Carolyn Sandberg
Candice Sanderson
Debra Saphire
Jerry Schatz
Lawrence Schechter
William and Maria Sekkel
Stephanie Selloni
Samuel Shadrack
Maria Shen
Katie Shoenfeld
Nicholas Shopa
David Shulman
Jozef Simkovic and Juanzetta Flowers
Janet Simpson
Hazel Singleton
Donald Smay
Susan Smiley
Gary Smith
Angela Smith
Lisa Snyder
Katherine Soukup
Carmen Spann
Rajesh Sr
Jonathan St-Louis
Jacob Stauffer
Diane Steer

Andy Stenson
Debra Storm
Jean Sventor
Rodney Taft
Satoko Takahashi
Samir Taleb
Jason Tautkus
Emily MacDonald
Frank Theis
Brett Thompson
Jacqueline Thorncroft
Ross Tisson
Sharon Tobar
Connie Trumpf
Yuko Usuzawa
William Utbakanen
C. Darlene Vaney
Jay Varkey
Karen Vier
Lorah Vizdos
Rene Walker
Tip Walker and Ellen Jones-Walker
Karen Watson
Richard Werling
Amy Westmoreland
Raymond Whipple
Thomas Wiley
Jennifer Wilson
Stephen Wiemerley
Cindy Wonderful
Bruce E. Woodruff
Nancy Wynkoop
Akio Yajima
Brent Yauchler
William Yeatman
Pete Zahn
Daryl Ziegler

Dolphin Energy Club Members
Joan Adair
Keli Adams
Armen Aghazarian
Sam Akompong
Robert Allen
Eva Alou Font
Gökçer Altinay
Sarah Ankers
Jody Argus Janovitz
Mike Assum
Jeremy Azzopardi
Bernadette Baker
Sunita Banika
William Barkley
Edward Batten
Debra Baxter
Taylor Bayford
Michael Behan
Wendy Bender
Andrea Berger
Caroll Berry
Aida Beyene
Melusine Bildstein
Tony Birmingham
Joanna Boales
Sean Bowles
Alexandra Bransanteau
Arley Brightly
Theresa BrownGold
Jason Browning
Arden Brugger
Susan Bruna
Sheree Brunner
James Brun
Amy Bryan
Clair Bryner
Elizabeth Busch
Sean Bushor
Katherine Byrne
Manning Camp
Natalia Campbell
Rosina Canahuate
Jane Caplanides
Jessa Cardelli
Ana Maria Carmona Coslado
Becky Carroll
Bill Carver
Christine Casper
James Caswell
Joycelyn Chalmers
Sameer Chandra
Adrienne Charles
Eric Chen
Julia Chitwood
Ifnnai Churchill
Alex Ciocarnache
Alyssa Citarella
Sabine Clappaert
Elizabeth Clark
Tim Clifford
Lital Cohen
Marcio Coimbra
Robert Coker
Jane Coleman
Elisabeth Couffignal
Andrea Courcy
Stephen Crane
Tony Crescenzo
Kimberly Crescenzo
Stacey Crummett
Brian Dailey
Cheryl David
Robert Davis
Nicholas Davis
John Davis
Isabel de la Cruz
Carol Deakman
Christina Deeb
Jen Deibert
Yaritza Delgado
Brady Desmarais
Lena Desousa
Kimla Rose Desrosiers
Jean Dickson
Christian DiStefano
Daniel Dodel
Walt Dragus
Marc Thomas Draper
Terry Dunin
Daniel Dziadura
Carol Edson
Grace Osoro Erhart
Deslie Ervin
Carl Eschenburg
Buff Etheridge
Benoit Fabreguettes
Baerd Faeste
Karina Fernandez
Tomas Flodr
Carmen Flores
Sean Flynn
Sandra Foglia
Sharon Ford
Liliane Fortna
Christine Fortune
Monique Franceschini
Walter Frei
Chris Freshwater
Michelle Galvin
Jill Gannon
Steve Garvie
Letha Gerbers
Tracy Gierzik
Felicia Gittelman
Rachel Glaser
Julien Glick
Ralf Gold
Maria Golde
Ed Gomez
Jade Goncalves
Mark Gowland
Dalton Grady
Danielle Graveline
Stephen Gray
Eric Greaser
Marcel Grimes
Heather Grosse
Jeaneth Gutierrez
Jinwoo Han
Caelin Hanna
Larry Hannan
Fred Hardison
Karen Harris
Sharon Hastings
Anne Hatfield
Leanna Haun
Robert Hayduk
Joe Heffey
Arne Heissel
Raven Henry
Jennifer Holliday
Tobias Honold
Tawhir Hoossein
Jennifer Hubbert
Joanne Hunt
Mike Janovicz
Hari Nam Jaya
Kevin Jeffers
David Jenuwine
Steve Jerve
Viola Johnson
Pete Johnson
Harold Johnson
Prashanta Johnson
Gretchen Jones
Barbara Jones
Heidi Jurka
Lisa Kako
Ravikiran Kandepu
Abby Kasnik
Harry Kefferlos
Eric Keller
Brooke Kelly
Heather Kelly
Every effort has been made to accurately list each donor to the Monroe Institute. If you believe the above list contains errors or omissions, please contact robin.goldstein@monroeinstitute.org. Our fiscal year runs from January - December, a full financial picture will be available in Spring 2024. This accounting runs from 1/1/22 through 9/30/23. * denotes recurring monthly donor.
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Dolphin Energy Club Members (cont’d)

Katie Keul
Chia Yee Khoo
Barry Kissane
Joanne Klappauf
Uwe Klein
Marta Knowlton
Cindy-Wynne Kolding
Robert Kornmeyer
Peter Koizicky
Monika Kriens
Anusha Krishnamorthy
Karan Kulka
Shirley Lambar
Steve Lannon
Simon Lansdown
Joe Lattanzio
Tracy Latz
Beatriz Eugenia Lazaro Arce
Carla Lazim
Linda LeBlanc
Vicki LeBlanc
Nikki G Lennertz
Alana Leone
Jean Lerner
Susan Lerner
Mary Ann Levitt
Shayla Lewis
Hans Liekens
Barnaby Lim
Dafinka Linha
Fatima Lobo
Lillian Lu
Lana Lubimoff
Lysanne Lumina
Anja Lysholm
Vincenzo Maccione Nogueras
Donald Mackay
Bita Majid
Karim Malpeso
David Mandake
Elena Marino
Jason Mark
Claire Martin
Ana Maruri
Jeremy Maurer
Hope May
William J. McBurney
Malcolm McCamis
Aron Mejias
Linus Melander
Yessica Mendoza
Dee Merz
Raluca Mestarcu
Mike Meydenbaur
Monique Milas
Kathleen “Kit” Miller
Jessica Miller Noj
Jeanette Frances Mills
Laura Miranda Burgos
Karen Mitchell
Howard Mitchell
Maryam Mohammadi
Robert Monroe
Kristin Montecarlo
Bette Moore
Joanne Moreau Poffet
Yoshhiro Mugishima
Peter Mullins
Hanneke Munsters-Den Heeten
Anita Nazario
Carol Neely
Ben Neiderer
Chuck Newton
Julie Nguyen
Betty Nicholson
Julie Nicholson
Ritta Nicoara
Alfred Niedzialek
Betty O’Brien
Maria Ochoa
Linda Ong
Steve Ottley
Eric Overman
John Paap
Samuel Parsons
Deborah Parsons
Stephanie Pendleton
Billy Pettinger
Elizabeth Jane Photiou
Marie-Paule Pierson
Tara Pilos
Robert Pizzi
Francesca Pinioni
Gosia Pisowicz
Eleni Pizzio
Gerd Poffet
Lisa Poloni
Nicholas Ptecek
Christine Puglisi
Marie Pytlak
Zach Quahl
Valerie Quail
Kira Ramage
Tina Ranson
Mary-An Rayburn
Fred Rible
Nancy Richardson
Leigh Riley
Alain Robert
Jamie Rohrbach
Danielle Rolley
Luis Romeo
Valeria Rossi
Joseph Sabella
Nelson Salvatorelli
Irmia Elizabeth Sanchez
Krysa Sarnicki
Francoise Sauze
Corrine Schoeb
Rainer Schulze
Debra Senelec
Solveig Sharma
Sulabh Sharma
Elena Shaw
Larry Sherman
Laurence Sibyl
Jack Sinclair
Denise Slege
Sharon Skelton
Gregory Skinner
Mary Beth Silvka
Susan Smily
Anne Smith

John Smith
Gary Smith
Cindy Smith
Adele Sommer
Christine Sorensen
Atis Spuris
Raymond St-Denis
Catherine Steinberg
Andy Stenson
Sally Strackbeen
Victor Sturm
Alexander Sudol
Erii Summer
Jean Swerter
Rodney Taft
Hajime Takehana
Shirley Tate
Jay Taylor
Julie Taylor
Pavel Temnov
Emille Thomas
Shanna Thompson
Mary-Ann Tifford
Doug Tulloch
Sybi Tullos
Katerina Tzitzilaki
Alice Vanderlinde
Rosana Varduca
John Varnes
Simon Venezia
Amrys Wang
Phillip Ward
Francesca Ward
Sky Waterside
Pete Watson
Harvey Weaver
Glenn Weiner
Dick Werling
Amy Westmoreland
Steve Winchester
Eleanor W. Winsor
Konnie Wissman
Norman Wolfe
Ivy Wong
Judith H Worsteling
Shazia Zaman
Dolly Zeligman

Gifts in Kind
Aylln Evans
Penny Holmes
Luigi Sciammarella
Elliot Szirtes

Gifts in memory of
Barbara Abbott by Andy Stenson
Amenah by Anthony Fitzpatrick
Jenna Becker by Jim Becker
Shirley Bley, John Knowles and Dr. Al Dahlgren by Barbara Bullard
Richard Clancy by Marquita Adams
Ricardo "RICO" by Tom Runyan
Carol Sabick de la Herran by Andrea Berger

Gifts In honor of
Lucille Arnold and Ellis Martin by Sharon Tobar
Thomas Campbell by Michel Machado
Dolphin Energy Club by Jeff Easter, Carol Joyce, Marta Knowlton, Lauretta Quinon, Fran Thiel and Richard Werling
Everyone at the Institute! by Hazel Singleton
Joe Galenberger by Carolyn Sandberg
Brian Richardson by Jennifer Donovan
Robert Monroe by Vultia Yoo
The Scholarship Committee by Nicholas Capeley
The Three Amigas by Candice Sanderson
Monroe Institute Staff

Brandi Bennett, Store Manager
Alyssa Citarella, Community Engagement Manager
Paul Citarella, EVP, CTO
Ross Dunseath, Co-Director of Research
Allyn Evans, CEO
Melissa Ewing, UX/UI Lead
Robin Goldstein, Director of Donor Engagement
Shri Hamilton-Hubbard, Program Manager
Justin Handley, Director of Technology
Justin Headley, Tech Lead
Bob Holbrook, Director of Innovation
Cheryl Hopkins, Director of Programs
Paul Hynek, CFO
Jason King, Director of Campus Technology and Special Projects
Tammy Matheny, Registrar
Nancy McLaughlin-Walter, Co-Director of Research
Maggie McLean, Executive Administrative Assistant
Carlo Monroe, Outreach Coordinator
Dillon Proutt, Marketing Specialist
Michael Raynes, Director of Maintenance
Jamie Rohrback, Controller
Susan Smily, Archivist
Angie Smith, Director of Operations
Jenny Whedbee, Director of Marketing

Hospitality Staff:
Jackie Allen
Willie Campbell
Renee Clore
Christin Evans
Toyer Shifflett
Rod Stewart
Heather Tinnell
Zeb Wolfe
Barbara Wood
Bruce Woody

Board of Directors

Jim Becker
Allyn Evans
Frank Kenna
Joel McGinley
Dr. Janet Reed
Stephen Ng Qui Sang
Luigi Sciambarella

Also serving during this time were:
Werner Barkhuizen, Ph.D.
Robert Beringer
Tom Pickens

Together, let’s ignite the global awakening of human consciousness. Our goal is to reach 80M people with a transformative experience by the year 2032, helping shape the course of humanity. Give today.

A special thanks to all of our trainers and Monroe Community Group Leaders, throughout the world, who give their time, energy and guidance to the explorers out there. Without them, none of this would be possible.
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